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RALPH B. PECK    1912 – 20081 
 
Gholamreza Mesri 
Ralph B. Peck Professor of Civil Engineering 






Ralph B. Peck, one of the most influential engineers of the twentieth century with superb judgment and wisdom, was not only a 
gentleman but also a gentle man.  It was, therefore, a real pleasure to work with him and it is a great pleasure remembering Ralph B. 
Peck. 
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 Extracted from Obituary:  Ralph B. Peck, 1912 – 2008 by G. Mesri, Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers, Geotechnical 
Engineering, 162, October 2009, Issue GES, pp. 295-297. 
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Ralph B. Peck, Professor Emeritus of Civil Engineering at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, and one of the most 
influential engineers of the twentieth century, died on February 18, 2008, at the age of ninety-five.  He was born in Winnipeg, Canada, 
on June 23, 1912, to his American parents, Orwin K and Ethel Huyck Peck, when his father had taken a job as a bridge engineer with 




Photo 1.  Orwin and Ralph Peck in the back yard of their Denver home – circa 1933. 
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Ralph Peck earned a Civil Engineering Degree in 1934 and Doctor of Civil Engineering Degree in 1937, both from Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute in Troy, New York.  He married Marjorie E. Truby on June 14, 1937.  He is survived by his daughter and son-in-
law, Nancy Peck Young and Allen Young, and son and daughter-in-law, James Peck and Laurie Sheck, and grandchildren, Michael 
Young and Maia Peck. 
 
In 1938-1939 Ralph Peck attended the soil mechanics course at Harvard University, and was a laboratory assistant to Arthur 





Photo 2.  Ralph Peck and Arthur Casagrande 
 
From 1939 to 1942 Ralph Peck was an assistant subway engineer for the City of Chicago, representing Karl Terzaghi who was a 
consultant on the Chicago Subway Construction Project (Photos 3, 4 and 5).   
 
Ralph joined the University of Illinois in 1942, and was a Professor of Geotechnical Engineering from 1948 to 1974.   
 
 





 Photo 3.  Karl Terzaghi, Guest Lecturer at Harvard 
 





Photo 4.  Braced open cut of the Chicago Subway 
 





Photo 5.  Excavation in soft glacial clay for the Chicago Subway 
 
Together with Karl Terzaghi, Ralph Peck published in 1948 the most influential text book in geotechnical engineering, Soil Mechanics 
in Engineering Practice (Photo 6).  A Third Edition of this book with additional co-author, Gholamreza Mesri, was published in 1996 
(Photo 7).   
 
 





Photo 6.  Ralph Peck, at age 36, when the First Edition of “Soil Mechanics in Engineering Practice” was published, 1948 
 
 





Photo 7.  Reza Mesri and Ralph Peck in front of a portrait of Karl Terzaghi, 1996 
 
With Walt Hanson and Tom Thornburn in 1953, Ralph Peck published a most widely used text book, Foundation Engineering – a 
book for engineers to use in practice (Photo 8).   
 
At the University of Illinois, he built a premiere geotechnical program and succeeded in fulfilling Karl Terzaghi’s hope for Peck “… 
to educate a generation of geotechnical engineers who retain common sense and their sense of proportion”.  (Photos 9, 10 and 11). 
 





Photo 8.  Ralph Peck, Tom Thornburn, and Walt Hanson 
 
 





Photo 9.  Ralph Peck with Gabe Fernandez, Reza Mesri and Ed Cording 
 





Photo 10.  Ralph Peck with Skip Hendron and Reza Mesri 
 





Photo 11.  Ralph B. Peck and Don Deere with Marawan Shahien and Sunghoon Choi 
 
In a foreword to Karl Terzaghi: The Engineer as Artist by Richard Goodman (1998), Ralph Peck considered it his “privilege to work 
for and with Karl Terzaghi for much of the last 30 years of his life”.  Goodman recounts from a 1946 Terzaghi letter to F.E. Schmitte 
in which Terzaghi confided that Ralph Peck “… is the best disciple I have gotten so far”.  (Photo 12) 
 





Photo 12.  Ralph Peck and Karl Terzaghi in trench excavated alongside lake Maracaibo, Venezuela, circa 1956 
 
Ralph taught the practical art of problem solving, always ingrained with the observational approach.  He had a profound influence on 
numerous students.  One distinguished engineer has written about Ralph Peck, “To meet him, to listen to him, to be influenced  by him 
at an early age have been gifts I value.” 
 
Ralph Peck’s life and work have been detailed in two books and a Norwegian Geotechnical Institute (NGI) publication.  Judgment in 
Geotechnical Engineering: The Professional Legacy of Ralph B. Peck was published in 1984 by John Dunnicliff and Don U. Deere.  
Ralph B. Peck: Engineer, Educator, A Man of Judgment was edited by Elmo DiBiagio and Kaare Flaate for dedication in 2000 of the 
Peck Library side by side to the Terzaghi Library at NGI in Oslo, through the insightful efforts of Director Suzanne Lacasse (Photos 
13 and 14).  Ralph B. Peck, Educator and Engineer: The Essence of the Man, published in 2006 by John Dunnicliff and Nancy Peck 
Young, is the most recent and detailed.   
 
Ralph Peck recognized that “No theory can be considered satisfactory until it has been adequately checked by actual observations.”  
He was actively engaged in bridging the gap between academia and the engineering practice.  Ralph served as a consultant on over 










Photo 13.  Peck with Kaare Flaate and Elmo DiBiagio at the Norwegian Geotechnical Institute for dedication of the peck Library in 
May 2000 
 





Photo 14.  Ralph Peck and NGI Director Suzanne Lacasse in the Peck Library at NGI 
 
 
He was the President of the International Society of Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engineering from 1969 to 1973.  He was 
presented with The National Medal of Science by President Gerald Ford in 1975 “for his development of the science and art of 
subsurface engineering, combining the contributions of the sciences of geology and soil mechanics with the practical art of foundation 
design” (Photos 15 and 16). 
 
 





Photo 15.  Peck receiving the 1974 National Medal of Science from President Gerald R. Ford at The White House on September 18, 
1975 
 





Photo 16.  Face of Ralph Peck’s Medal of Science 
 
Ralph Peck, no doubt, possessed remarkable and once-in-a-lifetime technical knowledge and experience (Photo 17).   However, what 
distinguished Ralph Peck was his exceptional ability to communicate at every level and every form, and his superb judgment and 
wisdom. These qualities combined to make him a very kind, considerate, thoughtful, and humane man (Photo  18). He communicated 
with eloquence and humility.  In the words of one distinguished engineer, Ralph Peck was not only a gentleman but also a gentle man. 
This sentiment is shared by all colleagues, co-workers, and friends of Ralph B. Peck. 
 
 
   
 
 
Photo 17.  Ralph Peck’s Washington Award from the Western Society of Engineers, presented in Chicago in 1976 
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